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A regulatory status report was requested for the following substances:

Substance

Associated CAS Numbers

Notes

MgF2

7783-40-6, 99328-48-0, 102110-32-7 Manganese and Zinc doped
Magnesium Fluorides have separate
entries

CaF2

7789-75-5, 102110-31-6

SrF2

7783-48-4

ZnF2

7783-49-5

AlF3

7784-18-1

SnF2

7783-47-3

Na3AlF6

13775-53-6, 15096-52-3

ZrF4

7783-64-4

YbF3

13760-80-0

Manganese-doped Calcium Fluoride
has a separate entry

Trisodium Hexafluoroaliminate has
two separate entries.

A total of 13 entries were checked using the Subvise system.
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The following entries are under formal review

What does this mean?
These entries have the following harmonized classifications that could cause subject them to
increased regulatory control in the future:
H372: Causes damage to organs through prolonged or repeated exposure
ECHA or a member state is proposing harmonized classification as a means to assure adequate
control of the hazardous effects of this substance.
What should you do as a manufacturer or importer of this substance?
 Be prepared to communicate with the member state regarding their evaluation. Review
your classification and prepare to harmonize your safety data sheets if necessary
What should you do as a downstream user of this substance?
 Be aware that your suppliers' hazard classification for this substance may be changed.
This could affect how you are able to safely handle the substances
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The following entries are registered substances

What does this mean?
The notified or harmonised hazard classifications do not include the following: Carcinogen 1A
or 1B; Mutagen 1A or 1B ; Reproductive Toxicant 1A or 1B ; Respiratory Sensitizer.
These substances may have other health or environmental hazards, however the risk of this
substance having its use restricted or banned is considered low at present.
What should you do as a manufacturer or importer of this substance?
 Assure that your assessment of classification and uses is in agreement with the
registration dossier
 Be alert to new information that could change the classification, uses or exposure
scenarios for this substance
 To be compliant you may be required to purchase a Letter of Access to the registration
dossier. Contact the lead registrant or SIEF for these substances for details.
What should you do as a downstream user of this substance?
 Ensure that your use of this substance is covered in the registration dossier
 Contact your supplier if your use is not covered
 Be alert to the hazards of use of the substance (even though this substance is not of high
concern you need to be aware of it's hazards)
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The following entries are unregistered substances
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What does this mean?
This substance has not yet been registered with ECHA. Registration of substances between 1
and 100 tpy will need to occur by May 31, 2018. As these substances are tested and
registered, additional hazards may be revealed.
What should you do as a manufacturer or importer of this substance?
 If you manufacture or import more than 1 ton per year, you will need to register the
substance
 Find or form a SIEF to participate in the registration
 You may be eligible to apply for an exemption from certain REACH requirements for a
limited time period if you are performing scientific research and development (SR&D) or
product and process oriented research and development (PPORD). Check the following
guide for details: http://echa.europa.eu/documents/10162/13632/ppord_en.pdf
What should you do as a downstream user of this substance?
 Your supplier may be required to register this substance. The registration includes how
the substances are used.
 Contact your supplier and make sure that when they register the substance that your use
is covered by the registration
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Legal Disclaimer
Our goal is to provide accurate and up to date information whenever possible. Please
bring any errors or out of date information to our attention at office@subvise.com and
we will make the appropriate corrections. Nevertheless, Subvise accepts no
responsibility with regard to the information on its website. Subvise has an automated
process to keep the information up to date, and any errors in Subvise's data sources
have to be dealt with manually, so therefore Subvise can only warrant its best effort in
keeping the displayed information accurate and current. The information of Subvise
should be treated as being
 For informational purposes only and not intended to address the specific circumstances
of any particular individual or entity;
 Not necessarily comprehensive, complete, accurate or up to date;
 Sometimes linked to external sites over which Subvise has no control and for which
Subvise assumes no responsibility;
 No professional or legal advice (if you need professional or legal advice, you should
always consult a suitably qualified professional).
In the official lists, especially Annex XVII and Annex XIV there are entries that encompass
groups of substances. Subvise has made every effort to enumerate these groups to make them
searchable, however we can not warrant that these lists are exhaustive. Please be aware that,
with regard to documents and acts published on the Official Journal of the European Union,
only the electronic form of the Official Journal, adopted in accordance with Council Regulation
(EU) No 216/2013, is authentic and of any legal relevance. Please note that Subvise cannot
warrant that a document available online exactly reproduces an officially adopted text.
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